
matseventyr.dk participation contract

WAIVER OF ALL CLAIMS, RELEASE FROM LIABILITY AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK

Choice of Law and Jurisdiction: This contracts shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the law 
of the Kingdom of Denmark and each party agrees to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the 
Kingdom of Denmark.

Matseventyr is not a commercial undertaking which intends to make a profit. Instead it should be regarded as 
a private and personal project born out of hobby, friendship and sharing. 

As such by signing this contract I understand that Martin Randrup – i.e. matseventyr.dk – in essence is a 
non-professional and that Martin Randrup does not provide any professional services.

I, (name) _____________________________________ , hereby acknowledge and agree that in my participa-
tion in travel and adventure activities arranged by Martin Randrup: 

1. I will not hold Martin Randrup responsible for any injury, death, accident, illness, delay, personal loss, per-
sonal property damage or other loss sustained by me. I further agree to indemnify Martin Randrup for any and 
all legal fees (on a solicitor and his own client basis) or costs which may be incurred in defending any lawsuit 
or claim I may bring against him. 

2.  And i do hereby acknowledge and agree that: 

A  I will participate in travel and adventure activities arranged by Martin Randrup entirely at my own risk.  
Participation in any outdoor activity and travel in natural, outdoor environments involve inherent risks, dan-
gers and hazards. These risks may include, but are not limited to: natural disasters, forces of nature, weather 
conditions, rugged or steep terrain, avalanches, rock fall, slippery footing, water, isolation from medical facil-
ities, difficult evacuation, equipment failure, mechanical breakdown, human error and accidents. These and 
other risks may cause serious injury, illness, death, personal property damage or personal losses. 

B  I understand that by signing this release I may be prevented from suing or otherwise claiming against  
Martin Randrup, for certain loss or damages, whether for property loss or personal injury, that I may sustain 
while participating in adventure and travel activities arranged by Martin Randrup.

C  I understand that the included itinerary is a general guideline of what can be expected on travel activities 
arranged by Martin Randrup, but is NOT a contract. Factors such as weather conditions, mechanical break-
down, flight cancellations, medical emergencies, political unrest, natural disasters or other uncontrollable 
circumstances can alter my trip. 

D  I will not hold Martin Randrup responsible for extra costs incurred by me which include, but are not limited 
to: accommodation, personal costs, or rebooking of commercial transportation in the event of unforeseen or 
uncontrollable circumstances. 

I confirm that I have carefully read this agreement and understand its terms as acknowledged by my  
signature below: 

Date ______________________  Participant’s signature ____________________________________________ 

Witness’s name* _______________________   Witness’s signature* __________________________________

* Minors, under 18 years old, must have parent or legal guardian witness the form.


